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Abstract  Two mouse-tracking experiments tested predictions from two different models of scalar implicature as to whether exhaustive interpretations are computed prior to ignorance implicatures. We use different German intonational patterns to probe the availability of these interpretations (Experiments 1 and 2) and add a speaker competence manipulation in Experiment 2. Results from Experiment 1 found that deriving exhaustive interpretations with an L+H* was delayed to ignorance implicatures with an L*+H contour. Experiment 2 replicated this finding even with a strengthened competence assumption about the speaker. We interpret our processing data as providing constraints on the computational mechanisms underlying the interpretation of scalar implicatures.
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1 Introduction

Implicatures rely on integrating both linguistic and speaker-specific information (Grice 1975). Consider the following examples:

(1)  
A: Were Manu and Moni at the party?  
B: Manu was there.

While B could have addressed the attendance of Manu and Moni separately, B only confirms the presence of Manu. Here, A can interpret B’s utterance in two ways. First, A might take B’s utterance to mean that B lacks knowledge about Moni’s attendance. On the other hand, B might assume that by only mentioning Manu, A should interpret B’s answers in (1B) exhaustively (Moni was not at the party). Traditionally such exhaustive interpretations of answers are thought to come about
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This kind of Gricean reasoning not only explains how speaker knowledge can lead to the derivation of SIs. It is also a useful framework for showing when and how SIs are not derived (Grice 1975). Consider the following example:

(2) A: Hey, I heard that you could only briefly stop by Tom’s party. Were Manu and Moni there?
   B: Manu was there.

In this example, A has reason to doubt that B is well-informed or competent enough to even assert the stronger alternative. This is known as the \textit{competence assumption} (van Rooij & Schulz 2004, Chemla 2008). In these cases, A should not interpret (2B) exhaustively. Instead, they should derive an \textit{ignorance implicature} (A is certain that B does not have enough knowledge to assert the stronger alternative). The Gricean model posits an additional mechanism that allows for minimally enriched \textit{weak implicatures} to be further strengthened to a (strong) SI, i.e. exhaustive interpretation, or weakened to an ignorance implicature (Sauerland 2004, Chemla & Singh 2014, Dieuleveut et al. 2019):

\begin{align*}
(3) \quad & \text{Weak/primary implicatures} \\
& \text{It is not the case that Speaker B believes (Moni & Manu)}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
(4) \quad & \text{Strong/secondary implicatures} \\
& \text{Speaker B believes that } (\neg \text{Moni, Manu})
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
(5) \quad & \text{Ignorance implicatures} \\
& \text{Speaker B believes that } (?\text{Moni, Manu})
\end{align*}

This process, known as the \textit{epistemic step} (Sauerland 2004, Breheny et al. 2013), constitutes an additional reasoning step, in which the scope of negation is shifted from outside a belief to alternatives inside a belief. However, whether or not listeners arrive at exhaustive interpretations through this type of Gricean reasoning is disputed (Sauerland 2004, Spector 2007, Fox 2014, Chemla & Singh 2014).

\textit{1} Example (1) is not your run of the mill SI. Unlike the more canonical examples of SIs such as \(<\text{some, all}>\), \(<\text{and, or}>\) or various adjectival scales, e.g. \(<\text{attractive, good-looking}>\), the scalar alternatives \(<\text{Manu, Moni}>) are not lexically pre-determined. Rather, the scales in (1) are determined by context, hence are known as \textit{ad-hoc scalar implicatures} (Hirschberg 1985, Frank & Goodman 2012, Breheny et al. 2013). Although ad-hoc scales might seem less uniform than lexically determined scales, lexical scales also display variable or non-uniform behavior (Van Tiel et al. 2014). Our assumption is that all SIs share similar computational mechanisms. This claim is supported in a priming study by Bott & Chemla (2016) who found that quantifier and numerical SIs reliably prime ad-hoc SIs and vice versa.
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Figure 1  Interpretative steps of Gricean and grammatical accounts of SI from Chemla & Singh (2014). The numbers refer to the examples in the text.

An alternative model, the grammatical account (Chierchia 2013, Fox & Katzir 2011), holds that exhaustive interpretations of utterances do not need to depend on Gricean reasoning. Instead, they can be the product of syntactic and semantic operations (discussed more in depth in Section 1.2). In this theory, speaker information is integrated prior to the derivation of the SI instead of during the reasoning steps shown above. This process would be superfluous in the grammatical model because, with an informed speaker, the exhaustive interpretation (4) could be computed without it. In a case like (2), the contextual evidence would block an exhaustive interpretation such as (4). However, like in the Gricean model, deriving an ignorance implicature (5) would also require additional reasoning steps.

We conducted two mouse-tracking experiments to test differences between the two models of SIs found in Chemla & Singh (2014) (see Figure 1). We argue that intonation provides a novel test of the reasoning steps in these models because intonation signals both structural as well as epistemic information. Depending on which model, this information is integrated at different points during the derivation of SIs. Before providing more specifics, we discuss prior processing work on SIs and how intonation provides a novel test of the models.

1.1 Processing data and SIs

Recent debates on SIs have focused on whether they are more akin to conventional as opposed to conversational implicature (Levinson 2000). Several studies have found that the processing of SIs such as some, but not all is often delayed compared to the
logical interpretation *some, possibly all*. This supports the notion that SIs involve Gricean reasoning and are cases of conversational implicatures (Bott & Noveck 2004, Breheny et al. 2006, Huang & Snedeker 2009, Tomlinson et al. 2013). Having said that, the notion of a processing cost for SIs has been disputed (Grodner et al. 2010, Degen & Tanenhaus 2015) and alternative explanations for the source of this cost have been proposed (van Tiel et al. 2019).

These and other processing studies have resulted in a better understanding of how the interpretation of SIs interacts with various contextual and cognitive factors, allowing for better predictive modeling of SIs (Benz & van Rooij 2007, Franke 2009, Frank & Goodman 2012). However, this has not necessarily resulted in new theories of SIs that explicitly try to account for these data and the addition of constraints or new components to existing theories.

One reason for this might be that formal accounts of SIs are not processing theories by nature (Geurts & Rubio-Fernández 2015). However, as mentioned above, processing data have nonetheless been central in determining the plausibility of the formal mechanisms underlying SIs. They are what Chemla & Singh (2014) have called "auxiliary assumptions". These assumptions are a set of constraints on formal and computational models of SIs. Below we develop additional assumptions for how intonation factors into these models. They are based on prior work on intonation and implicature processing (Gotzner et al. 2016, Tomlinson et al. 2017) and we argue that these assumptions provide a reasonable test of the computational mechanisms in models of SIs.

### 1.2 Intonation and models of SIs

Intonation has a reputation of being a "half-tamed savage" (Bolinger 1986) because an intonational form, i.e. tone-tune combination (Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 1990), can have multiple meanings ("one-to-many"). This presents a challenge for implicatures because intonation can carry both information about the speaker as well as grammatical aspects of the utterance. In the case of the latter, intonation often triggers linguistic focus ($F$) on a constituent, introducing a set of alternatives (Rooth 1992).

\[(6) \quad \text{A: Were Manu and Moni at the party?} \]
\[\text{B: } [MAnu]_F \text{ was there } \to (x \mid x \in E, \text{ at the party}).\]

The constituent *Manu* would evoke a set of alternatives, namely a domain of individuals attending the party\(^2\). While theories of focus note that speakers often mark

---

\(^2\) Büiring (2007) argues linguistic focus does not invoke alternatives or mark contrast per se. Rather it is only supposed to highlight the relationship between a constituent receiving focus and the prior
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focused constituents, this is not obligatory. Regardless, intonational contours such as the H* and L+H* are strong cues for listeners to detect focus (Watson et al. 2008, Gotzner et al. 2016, Gotzner 2019). Consider the following example:

(7) A: Were Manu and Moni at the party?  
B: [MANU\textsubscript{L+H*}L\textsubscript{−}L%] was there.

Aside from reinforcing a set of "at the party" alternatives, the L+H* could help further restrict the domain of these individuals, so that the domain does not include Moni. According to the grammatical model, once an alternative stands in focus, it feeds directly into the computation of implicatures (Fox & Katzir 2011) and, unless taken up by some other operator, automatically undergoes silent or covert exhaustification (Chierchia 2013). In our case, the covert only operator would negate alternatives not in the set of focus alternatives, therefore immediately resulting in an exhaustive interpretation (e.g., Moni, ¬Moni).

Although alternative semantics and focus are powerful predictive tools for SIs, we claim that viewing intonation’s role solely in this way is too narrow. In addition to structural information, intonation also provides relevant information for SIs such as speaker belief and commitments (Gunlogson 2001, Prieto 2015). In (7), the L+H* intonation signals speaker certainty (Gravano et al. 2008), further strengthening the competence assumption. Another example can be seen in (8).

(8) A: Were Manu and Moni at the party?  
B: [MANU\textsubscript{L*+HL}H\textsubscript{−}H%] was there.

Here, the pattern found is known as a rise-fall-rise contour (Hirschberg & Ward 1992) and is traditionally analyzed as communicating degrees of speaker commitment to scalar alternatives. Unlike (7), this pitch contour asserts a lack of certainty on the part of the speaker about whether the unmentioned guest Moni attended the party. Consider this example from (Ward & Hirschberg 1988):

(9) A: How do I get from the airport to the city center?  
B: You can take the TRAM (L*+H L-H%)

In (9), the combination of the pitch accent (L*+H) - evoking uncertainty (Ward & Hirschberg 1985) - and boundary tone (L-H%) - leaving the proposition "open" - signals that the speaker reduces commitment to the stronger alternative "only the tram", resulting in an ignorance implicature. Interestingly, the rise-fall-rise can be both anchored to a specific word ("tram") or spread out over multiple words. We discourse context. Under this view, a specific pitch accent would only mark a constituent of its informational structural status such as "givenness". While we do not doubt that information structural relationships play a role in SIs, we are unaware of any literature making explicit connections to SIs.
mention this because listeners might first interpret the pitch accent L+H* to signal certainty or contrast, but then need to integrate that information with conflicting information from the final rising boundary tone, i.e. uncertainty. In the case of SIs, the L*+H could focus scalar alternatives (see Göbel (2019) for a discussion of L*+H and exhaustification of alternatives), though this would be canceled by the rising boundary tone. We see this as an issue for the grammatical theory, but not for the Gricean theory because information about speaker competence could be updated incrementally at multiple steps in the derivation.

From this discussion on intonation, we can derive the following predictions for the L*+H and L+H* accents (displayed in Figure 2). Under the grammatical account, exhaustive interpretations should be derived automatically if 1) the constituent stands under focus and 2) the competence assumption has been satisfied. Accordingly, if the pitch accent L+H* signals both focus as well as speaker competence, we would expect exhaustive interpretations (derived via an exhaustive-biased intonation contour) to be interpreted more immediately than ignorance implicatures (derived via an ignorance-biased intonation contour). This is because only ignorance implicatures should require additional mechanisms in the grammatical account. Below, we

---

3 We thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out that according to one version of the grammatical account, intonation could disambiguate the scope of covert exhaustification relative to a matrix "K-operator", i.e. exh[K[Manu came] = the speaker isn’t sure that both Manu and Moni came
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discuss how our experiments operationalize this prediction, namely through the L+H* and L*+H accents (Experiment 1) and by additionally introducing a competent speaker through context (Experiment 2).

2 Our investigation

Our investigation uses intonation to further test the Gricean and grammatical approaches to SIs. Most prior work has focused on lexical triggers such as some, or as cues or triggers for SIs because they explicitly assert weaker propositions and evoke stronger, even lexically entailed, alternatives. Intonation has been shown to also engage mechanisms underlying SI derivation, both for lexical triggers and bare nouns (Gotzner et al. 2016, Gotzner 2019) and specific contours such as the L+H* can lead to quicker derivation of exhaustive interpretations (Gotzner et al. 2016, Tomlinson et al. 2017). According to the grammatical view, the immediate derivation of the exhaustive interpretation would be explained by both 1) the L+H* focusing alternatives and activating a covert operator (EXH) and/or 2) reinforcing the competence assumption prior to derivation (Gravano et al. 2008), also allowing for covert exhaustification. In the Gricean model, there should be no processing advantage for exhaustive interpretations over ignorance implicatures because the speaker information needed to strengthen SIs or weaken SIs is integrated after deriving the initial reasoning step of deriving a weak implicature. In two experiments, we test whether the L+H* results in more direct derivations of exhaustive interpretations (Experiment 1) and whether this is driven by the competence assumption (Experiment 2).

Both experiments used mouse-tracking (Spivey et al. 2005, Spivey 2007, Freeman & Ambady 2010) because it provides many advantages over traditional measures like reaction times for studying higher-level cognitive processes. First, mouse-tracking effectively unpacks a button press by linking how mouse-movements can unfold over a response. Instead of a response being "fast" or "slow", the pattern of movements found in responses can reduce the hypothesis space as to why a response might be effortful or delayed because of the type of movement (Spivey et al. 2005, Wulff et al. 2019). In the case of SIs, Tomlinson et al. (2013) found that participants initially pushed the mouse towards weaker alternatives prior to selecting stronger alternatives, suggesting that the processing costs sometimes found with SIs result from (at least) vs. K[exh[Manu came] = the speaker is sure that both Manu and Moni did not come. Because of space, we do not provide a detailed analysis of how pitch accents could serve to disambiguate these parses. We mention briefly, though, that additional operations would be needed to derive both the exhaustive (∼Moni) and ignorance (Moni) readings. While this version of the grammatical account and the Gricean account would make similar predictions for Experiment 1, Experiment 2 explicitly manipulates speaker knowledge, effectively disambiguating the parse, and as such this version of the grammatical account would still predict higher derivation rates and earlier derivation of exhaustive interpretations with a strong competence assumption, and vice versa for ignorance implicatures.
two interpretative steps. Mouse-tracking has also provided better linking hypotheses for interpretative steps in other semantic and pragmatic phenomena such as negation (Dale & Duran 2011, Maldonado et al. 2019).

An additional advantage of mouse-tracking is the emphasis on the spatial components of a response as opposed to raw time-course. This means that, for an experimental setup involving a comparison between a ‘target’ and a ’competitor’ option, it is possible to investigate whether delays in responses are the product of indecision or of competing (parallel) activation of responses. In our specific case, the Gricean model predicts that both exhaustive interpretations and ignorance implicatures are equally likely to occur after the first reasoning step (primary implicature). Therefore, when a pitch accent biases towards one or the other interpretation (L+H* = exhaustive bias, L*+H = ignorance bias), the two should be derived in a similar way. The grammatical theory, on the other hand, predicts no delay for the exhaustive interpretations because L+H* should help listeners recognize focus and assess competence. Figures 3 and 4 schematically depict these predictions as well as our paradigm using one of our critical items as an example.

3 Experiment 1

3.1 Procedure

Participants first read a question (“Were Manu and Moni at the party”), then heard the answer to this question (“Manu was there”) and subsequently selected the interpretation that best matched what the speaker was trying to communicate. Participants saw five practice trials and then continued to the main experiment.

The experiment was programmed and run using the Mousetracker suite (Freeman & Ambady 2010). To start a trial, a participant had to click on the START button. A written question then appeared on the screen. After reading the question the participant pressed ENTER. Participants then heard an answer to the question (see Table 1) and could move their mouse to select one of the response options. Participants were allowed to start moving their mouse approximately 500 milliseconds after the audio stimulus started playing. This roughly amounted to the onset of the verb, "war" (was) for the intonational conditions. A warning message appeared if participants took longer than 800ms to initiate a mouse-movement. A warning message also appeared if they took more than 2500ms to respond. Such trials were excluded from the analysis (less than 2% of all trials). Participants took anywhere from 25 to 40 minutes to complete the experiment.
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**Figure 3** Example of experimental trial with predictions for the L+H* accent. Numbers refer to examples in the text.

**Figure 4** Example of experimental trial with predictions for the L*+H accent. Numbers refer to examples in the text.
3.2 Design

The Experiment had a 3x2 factorial design with the factors CUE TYPE (lexical early, lexical late and intonation) and BIAS (Exhaustive vs. Ignorance).

Two counterbalanced lists were made to ensure that participants saw only one version of an item for its BIAS: either its intonational pattern (L+H* or L*+H) or lexical marker (exhaustive: nur(only) or allein(alone) or ignorance zumindest(at least) or auf jeden Fall(definitely)). Cue type was distributed over different items as the goal of our study was not to test between lexical and intonational triggers. Rather, lexical conditions served as a control to the disambiguation effects of the pitch accents. Because pitch accents were distributed over the proper noun and could not disambiguate a referent until the end of the word, the early or late lexical conditions provided an additional control for the position of the trigger.

3.3 Materials

All experimental items had two response options: the exhaustive interpretation (Manu√ Moni X) and the ignorance interpretation (Manu√ Moni ?). The stimuli were taken from 6 different speakers (4 female, 2 male), and were based on the spontaneously produced utterances from Tomlinson & R. Ronderos (2014). All conditions for an example critical item are shown in Table 1.

Filler trials (40 items) had different types and combinations for response options, e.g., Marie and Tom were both at the party (A√, B√), Neither A, nor B were at the party (A X, B X), I don’t know if A or B was there (A?, B?) as well as for dialogues and audio, e.g. ”Was A at the party” or ”Were A and B” at the party were combined with ”A was there”, ”B was there”, ”A and B were there”, ”Neither were there”.

Because our experiments were conducted in German, we examined slightly different intonational contours compared to those that have been investigated in English. Whereas the form and function of L+H* accent in German is quite comparable to that of English, the rise-fall-rise contour does not exist in German. Instead, we investigated the L*+H contour, which has been shown to signal uncertainty (Féry 1993). This contour is also minimally contrastive with L+H*. This also serves as a better experimental control because both pitch accents in German are anchored to the proper noun, whereas as mentioned in Section 1.2, the rise-fall-rise can be distributed over multiple constituents and positions over the utterance, leading to differences in when relevant information is processed.

Pitch accents were acoustically manipulated using Praat’s resynthesis (LPC) functions (Boersma 2001). We attempted to maintain the tonal structure of the contours, but some manipulations were not felicitious due to faulty pitch tracks or a noticeable artificial-sounding voice. To remedy this, a German native speaker
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CUE TYPE (N)</th>
<th>BIAS</th>
<th>TRIGGER</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intonation (5)</td>
<td>Exhaustive</td>
<td>L+H*</td>
<td>([MANU_{L+H^*}L-L} ) was there</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Manu was there)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intonation (5)</td>
<td>Ignorance</td>
<td>L*+H</td>
<td>([MANU_{L*+H}L-L} ) was there</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Manu was there)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical early (5)</td>
<td>Exhaustive</td>
<td>Nur (only)</td>
<td>Nur (Manu war da)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(only Manu was there)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical early (5)</td>
<td>Ignorance</td>
<td>Zumindest (at least)</td>
<td>Zumindest (Manu war da)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(at least Manu was there)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical late (5)</td>
<td>Exhaustive</td>
<td>Allein (alone)</td>
<td>(Manu war allein da)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Manu was there alone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical late (5)</td>
<td>Ignorance</td>
<td>Auf jeden Fall (at least)</td>
<td>(Manu war auf jeden Fall da)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Manu war definitively there)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1  Stimuli and conditions for Experiments 1 and 2

re-recorded three items as well as two items for the lexical sets and these replaced two out of the 5 items in each set. All items were scaled for intensity (67 dBs) and had similar duration over the entire utterance. These materials are available on our OSF repository https://osf.io/85qav/.

3.4 Predictions

Experiment 1 tests whether pitch accents can disambiguate between exhaustive interpretations (\(Manu\sqrt{Moni \ X}\)) and ignorance implicatures (\(Manu\sqrt{Moni \ ?}\)), and if so, whether there are systematic differences in how this disambiguation unfolds spatially and chronologically. Based on findings from Gotzner et al. (2016), we expect exhaustive interpretations triggered by L+H* to be delayed relative to the focus particle nur ("only"). According to the grammatical account, ignorance implicatures should be delayed relative to exhaustive interpretations, therefore ignorance implicatures triggered by L*+H should in turn be delayed relative to exhaustive interpretations triggered by L+H*. On the other hand, processing delays for SIs are seen as more compatible with Gricean accounts (Bott & Noveck 2004, Breheny et al. 2006, Tomlinson et al. 2013). As seen in Figure 1, the Gricean accounts predicts that exhaustive interpretations triggered by L+H* should have a similar processing profile as ignorance implicatures triggered by L*+H.
3.5 Participants

Thirty-four native speakers of German (21 female, 13 male, ages 18-37) participated in the experiment in exchange for 7 Euros in compensation. They all reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

3.6 Results

3.6.1 Forced choice data

Target items were analyzed by CUE TYPE (lexical early, lexical late, and intonation) and by BIAS (exhaustive vs. ignorance). Figure 5 shows the derivation rates for Experiment 1 (√/? for ignorance and √ X for exhaustive). A mixed effects binomial logistic regression model was fitted to the data using the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015). The model included BIAS and CUE TYPE as fixed effects (using a sum contrast coding scheme) with random intercepts and slopes by subject for BIAS and CUE TYPE and random intercepts by item. We chose this model based on the recommendations of Barr et al. (2013) for selecting the maximal random effects structure granted by the experimental design (the maximal model). However, since the maximal model did not converge, we removed the random slope by subjects for the interaction between BIAS and CUE TYPE. P-values were computed using a Laplace approximation. All data and code are available on the OSF repository (https://osf.io/85qav/).

Overall, listeners had higher derivation rates in lexical conditions asserting exhaustivity (over 90% for only and alone), whereas lexical conditions asserting ignorance (at least and definitely) had lower rates, 78% and 76% respectively, though this difference was not statistically significant. Derivation rates for the intonation conditions were substantially lower for exhaustive cases (42%) than for ignorance ones (81%) (p<0.05). This cross-over interaction between and CUE TYPE can be seen in Figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>z value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>2.181</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>6.882</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUE TYPE</td>
<td>0.561</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>1.457</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIAS</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUE TYPE:BIAS</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>2.313</td>
<td>&lt;0.03*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Experiment 1, model for derivation data
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Figure 5  Implicature derivation rates for Experiment 1

3.6.2 Mouse-tracking data pre-processing

Participants’ raw data files were pre-processed using the Mousetrap package for R (Kieslich & Henninger 2017). The x- and y- coordinates for each trial were time-normalized over 101 equal time steps to analyze their overall geometrical or spatial properties. We used area-under the curve values (AUCs) as our dependent variable because it provides the total overall area over the entirety of a response, and not just at one given time-point in the response, as, for example, maximal deviation does.

3.6.3 Mouse-tracking data analyses

To make sure that the averaged results did not mask underlying differences in strategies between participants, the distributions of area-under-the curve values (AUCs) were analyzed for bimodality by condition using Hartigan’s dip statistic (See Freeman & Dale (2013) for a description). All conditions had bimodality coefficients of less than .45, p’s > .3., suggesting that the averaged mouse trajectories were not masking underlying distinct strategies or bimodal groups of patterns. For the analysis, we conducted one linear mixed-effects model using CUE TYPE (lexical early, intonation, and lexical late) and BIAS (exhaustive vs. ignorance). The same model was fitted again collapsing over position (lexical early vs. lexical late) to compare effects of intonation vs. lexical markings. These variables were re-coded into factors and sum-contrast coded. The model included random intercepts and slopes by subject for both main effects, as well as random intercepts by items.

Figure 6 shows the average mouse trajectories across target conditions. Listeners had more direct responses to correct targets in the lexical early condition than in the intonation condition, \( t = 3.52, p < .01 \). There was no significant difference between
early access

Figure 6  Average mouse trajectories across all target items in Experiment 1 separated by CUE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects:</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>z value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>6.591</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUE TYPE</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>3.352</td>
<td>&lt;0.01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIAS</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>1.403</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUE TYPE:BIAS</td>
<td>0.695</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>&lt;0.01**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  Experiment 1. model for mouse-tracking data - AUC values

early and lexical late conditions, t = 1.7, p < .09. While there was no overall main effect of BIAS on AUC values, t = 1.4, p = .17, there was a significant interaction between BIAS and CUE TYPE for the intonation conditions, t = 2.82, p < .01, albeit not for lexical late conditions, t = 1.2, p = 0.23. Details of the model can be found in Table 3.

4  Discussion

Experiment 1 investigated how pitch accents contribute to the derivation of SIs. According to the grammatical approach, a pitch accent such as L+H* should trigger a semantic operation (EXH) and result in an early derivation of a SI for the exhaustive interpretation. Surprisingly, we found quite the opposite: utterances with the L+H* had both lower implicature derivation rates and displayed longer competition with the ignorance implicature response option. The latter finding suggests that the exhaustive interpretation are immediately available.

However, this finding only partially speaks to our main research question because the speaker’s knowledge state was not explicitly specified, rather only inferred from
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the pitch accent. Participants could have either assumed a competent speaker or equally assumed that the speaker did not have sufficient information to derive an exhaustive implicature. The latter would explain the overall preference for the ignorance response option across Experiment 1. The goal of Experiment 2 was then to address this possibility in addition to providing an explicit manipulation of speaker knowledge.

5 Experiment 2

Experiment 2 was a further test of the role of intonation in the derivation of SIs with the addition of explicitly manipulating the competence assumption. Specifically, it tests whether the contextual licensing of speaker competence results in exhaustive interpretations being derived prior to ignorance implicatures.

5.1 Design

The design was identical to Experiment 1 with two exceptions. The first was the addition of the factor SPEAKER (competent vs. incompetent). In the competent speaker context, listeners were told via a prompt that the speaker had stayed for the entirety of the party in question and had complete knowledge of all of the guests in attendance. In the incompetent speaker context, listeners read a different prompt: the speaker had only stopped by the party for a couple of minutes and had very limited knowledge regarding the attendees of the party in question. The second difference between Experiments 1 and 2 was that early and lexical late conditions were collapsed into a single condition for statistical analysis. This resulted in a 2x2x2 design with the factors CUE TYPE (lexical vs. intonational), BIAS (ignorance vs exhaustive) and SPEAKER(competent vs. incompetent).

5.2 Predictions

The predictions for Experiment 2 are similar to those in Experiment 1. The speaker manipulation should either strengthen (competent speaker) or weaken (incompetent speaker) the competence assumption. As per the grammatical account, the competent speaker manipulation should allow the L+H* to activate EXH, resulting in more direct activation for the exhaustive interpretation with L+H* in the competent speaker context than in the incompetent speaker context. As with Experiment 1, exhaustive interpretations in the grammatical account should always be derived prior to ignorance implicatures, and the speaker contexts should provide an additional test of this. The Gricean theory, while providing less clear predictions, should produce a similar pattern for exhaustive interpretations with L+H* across the speaker contexts,
but would also predict that L*+H would result in less delays in the incompetent speaker context than the competent speaker context. Again, here we assume that this type of information is integrated after deriving a weak implicature (3). In other words, the speaker context manipulation should result in exhaustive interpretations being the least delayed in competent speaker context, whereas ignorance implicatures should be the least delayed in the incompetent speaker context.

5.3 Participants

Seventy-nine native speakers of German (48 female, 31 male, ages 18-39) participated in the experiment in exchange for 8 Euros in compensation. They all reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

5.4 Materials & Stimuli

The same materials were used from Experiment 1 with the addition of a context prompt. These contexts included an avatar of the speaker, which was created using the online game ’Simpsonmaker’ (http://www.q4nobody.co.uk/) as well as a two-sentence description of the speaker’s attendance of a party (target items) or an unrelated anecdote of something that happened at a party (filler items).

5.5 Results

5.5.1 Forced choice data

Figure 7 shows the results for the forced-choice data of Experiment 2 and the statistical models are shown in Table 4. The statistical analysis was the same as in Experiment 1. In the final model, we included random intercepts for both subjects and items, random slope terms for the fixed effects but not for their interactions by subjects, and a random slope for context by items. This was the converging model closest to the maximal model granted by our design.

Overall, listeners were significantly more likely to derive implicatures in the lexical condition than in the intonational conditions (p < 0.001), but there were no main effects of SPEAKER or BIAS. The interaction between BIAS and CUE TYPE found in Experiment 1 was replicated in Experiment 2. This further supports the claim that people are more likely to choose ignorance over exhaustive interpretations when the utterances are marked by intonation, whereas the pattern is reversed when the same information is lexically marked. Critically, the interaction was modulated by SPEAKER: whereas the difference in derivation rates for exhaustive vs. ignorance implicatures was large for incompetent speaker contexts (identical to the pattern
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![Implicature derivation rate for Experiment 2](image)

**Figure 7**  Implicature derivation rates for Experiment 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Z value</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>1.732</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>10.259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>-0.125</td>
<td>0.901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>0.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cue Type</td>
<td>-1.144</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>-6.891</td>
<td>&lt;0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias:Speaker</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>6.023</td>
<td>&lt;0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias:Cue Type</td>
<td>-0.829</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>-5.253</td>
<td>&lt;0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker:Cue Type</td>
<td>-0.125</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>-1.814</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias:Speaker:Cue Type</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>0.646</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4**  Experiment 2. model for derivation data

found in Experiment 1), this difference was smaller in the competent speaker context condition ($p < 0.001$).

### 5.5.2 Mouse-tracking data

The mouse-tracking data were pre-processed and analyzed in the same way as in Experiment 1. Overall, listeners had more direct responses to correct targets for lexical conditions relative to intonation conditions, $t = 5.33$, $p < .001$. However, there were no main effects for either BIAS nor SPEAKER across all conditions, $t = 0.73$, $p = .94$ & $t = 0.62$, $p = .53$. Neither the interaction of BIAS and Cue type, nor the interaction of BIAS and SPEAKER, $t’s < 0.8$, $p’s > 0.9$, nor interaction of SPEAKER and CUE TYPE were significant, $t = 1.86$, $p = 0.83$. In contrast, the
three-way interaction between CUE TYPE, BIAS, and SPEAKER was statistically significant, $t = 2.12, p < 0.05$.

Table 5  Experiment 2. model for mouse-tracking data - AUC values

We also conducted a post-hoc subset analysis on the intonation conditions to examine the source of the three-way interaction. Here, there was a main effect of SPEAKER on AUC values, $t = 2.45$, $p < 0.05$, but not a significant main effect of BIAS, $t = 0.92$, $p = 0.35$. Critically, there was a significant interaction of SPEAKER and BIAS on AUC values, $t = 2.11$, $p < 0.05$. This suggests that exhaustive interpretations were delayed in incompetent contexts relative to competent contexts, as shown in Figure 8.
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5.6 Discussion

Experiment 2 replicated the results of Experiment 1, showing a bias towards ignorance interpretations over exhaustive interpretations even in contexts that reinforce the competence assumption. The addition of speaker competence contexts helped rule out potential confounds with Experiment 1, i.e. the low derivation rate of exhaustive interpretations. While visual inspection of Figure 8 seems to suggest a smaller difference between the L+H* and L*+H across the speaker contexts, this seems to be due to an increased delay of the L*+H in the competent speaker condition and not more direct responses for the L+H* in this condition.

6 General Discussion

Our two mouse-tracking studies suggest that exhaustive interpretations might not be immediately available in the initial steps of implicature computation. Instead, Experiment 1 showed that ignorance implicatures were preferred, resulting in the exhaustive interpretation being derived later in time. Experiment 2 replicated this finding even when the speaker’s competence assumption was strengthened via context. At first glance, the results appear more compatible with a Gricean account and less so with grammatical accounts. Grammatical accounts state that strong SIs
should be derived during initial stages, resulting in a bias towards strong SIs when sufficient information about the speaker’s knowledge state is provided a priori.

However, the data from our experiments cannot definitively adjudicate between these accounts. First, neither account is a processing theory, meaning that additional linking assumptions are needed in both cases in order to explain processing data (Chemla & Singh 2014). Second, it is also possible that the bias for ignorance responses could be brought on by an informational overlap between weak implicatures and ignorance implicatures with the ignorance response targets (Manu√ Moni ?). But even if these interpretations were not mutually exclusive in relation to the ignorance response target, this would also support the Gricean model because the grammatical model has no such thing as weak implicatures, rather only delayed ignorance implicatures. Below, we discuss some limitations of our study and our contribution to theoretical developments of SIs.

6.1 Limitations of our experiments

One surprising finding was that listeners’ derivation rates for exhaustive (strong) implicatures were low in Experiment 1. We found, however, that rates increased substantially in Experiment 2 in the competent speaker contexts. This suggests that, in the absence of explicit information, participants might have assumed an uninformed speaker. This finding is relevant for other experimental work on SIs without explicit contextual manipulation: participants might fill in the contextual gaps with their own default assumptions.

An anonymous reviewer suggested an alternative explanation for our findings. Specifically, the L+H* accent might be more ambiguous than the L*+H because the L+H* seems to encompass multiple semantic and discourse functions such as contrast and discourse "new" information (Watson et al. 2008, Büring 2003). While this could be true for Experiment 1, this cannot explain the results in Experiment 2 for the incompetent speaker context (78 vs. 65% derivation rates). Likewise, the L*+H also has multiple functions in German, e.g. as a "calling contour" (Quiroz & Zygis 2017).

We also see other reasons why processing delays found for L+H* in our study are not due to it having multiple functions. In Experiment 2, both the L+H* as well as nur ("only") showed significant differences across contexts. In fact, our findings replicate Gotzner et al. (2016) and Gotzner (2019), who have already shown that L+H* in German is delayed for exhaustive interpretations relative to nur ("only"). In addition, Gotzner et al. (2016) found that the L+H* helps activate alternatives not already activated in the existing context, but both this study as well as Husband & Ferreira (2016) found that the second function of the L+H* is to select contextually-appropriate alternatives. In our study, all relevant alternatives were activated via
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the response prompts, hence the L+H* could have only played a role in selecting amongst the alternatives. In addition, these alternatives are *contrastive* relative to the models in question. In other words, the prior research, in both English and German, does not support the alternative explanation that a processing delay would arise from ambiguity associated with the L+H*. Rather, we find it more likely that the delay is due to the availability of secondary and ignorance implicatures *after* deriving a weak implicature.

A further reason not to attribute the delay for L+H* to ambiguity comes from examining the lexical conditions. While we see a processing advantage for *nur* ("only") in the competent speaker context, it is not the case that we see a corresponding processing advantage for *zumindest* ("at least") in the incompetent context. Put differently, why would the speaker context affect lexical assertions of exhaustivity, but not lexical assertions of ignorance? One possibility might well be that the experimental setup introduced a response bias towards ignorance responses, but that seems not to be these case in Experiment 2 for the *nur*("only") items. These questions certainly warrant further experimental investigation.

6.2 Limitations of current models of SIs

We interpret our findings as showing that models of scalar implicature require a *dynamic* update of speaker meaning. In particular, because intonational meaning is distributed over the entire sentence, any parse would need a way to input intonational cues to changes in speaker meaning at multiple points of the interpretative process. We argue that the epistemic step model (Sauerland 2004) is the most plausible framework for this because speaker information can enter into the parse at multiple points.

We see current models of SIs as being limited in their ability to integrate both linguistic as well as speaker information from intonational contours. We argue that models of SIs require a dynamic update mechanisms for speaker information because intonation unfolds incrementally during the parse. Only the Gricean model discussed in the introduction allows these updates at multiple points in the derivation. The issue with the grammatical account is that it requires intonational meaning to be first converted to syntactic operators. Once the parse has started, there is no mechanism to dynamically update speaker information. This doesn’t mean that the grammatical theory is incapable of doing this, rather current iterations of it lack the specifics needed to test the efficacy of the model for intonation.
6.3 Towards a processing model of SIs

Our experiments show that intonation, in this case the L+H*, does not result in automatic SI derivations for exhaustive interpretations, even with a strong competence assumption. While this does not unequivocally support one account over the other, it does suggest that more interpretative steps are needed to derive exhaustive and ignorance implicatures than are postulated in the grammatical model.

How should processing data inform predictions made by formal accounts of SIs? A common move is to appeal to Marr’s levels (Marr 1982). Formal and computational accounts exist on the computational level ("what"), whereas processing data belong at the algorithmic level ("how"). According to this argument, questions about processing and theory exist only at different levels and data from each level have no bearing on the other (Geurts & Rubio-Fernández 2015). Marr (1982), however, posited an additional level for vision (called the ‘interactive level’), in which levels influence and constrain each other. Any complete theory, in his view, should have explanations (and not just instantiations) at multiple levels, together with a description of how the different levels constrain one another. We see no reason why this should not extend to language as well.

To conclude, formal models of SIs do entail processing assumptions even if they are not explicit about these. Our study adds to many others that show how processing data can inform and test the architectures of such models (Bott & Noveck 2004, Breheny et al. 2006, Huang & Snedeker 2009, Grodner et al. 2010, Degen & Tanenhaus 2015). Despite this, processing data seems to have become less central to theory building for SIs than grammatical judgments and off-line derivational data. As mentioned, this might be because linking hypotheses between processing theory and data have not been adequately fleshed out. While we have attempted to provide reasonable auxiliary assumptions and fair tests of these models, the job of defining processing assumptions for formal models of SI should not fall solely on experimentalists. We therefore call on theoreticians to play their part in realizing one of the central goals of Experimental Pragmatics: to build theories that can explain and predict SIs across multiple types of data.
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